
Checklist  before each match
       Playing Area & Teams

Game Rule Playing field (Second Referee shall control) Yes No
B.3.3. Markings and lines are on the right places and in a clearly visible colour.
B.4.4. The goals are closed in such way that the ball cannot pass through it. The goal nets are transparent and not slack. 
B.4.5. Goals have drop nets.
B.4.6. Goals are placed with the goal posts on the goal post lines

Boundary is fully closed
Boundaries are placed in a straight line

B.3.2. The referee area shall be marked and surrounded by poles connected with rope 
B.3.1. Audience is at least 1m. outside the referee area, team areas and match table

Match Table (Senior Referee shall control) Yes No
Match table is standing outside the referee area, at least 1 m from boundary
Match Form and Penalt-Shot-Series Form are present
Timekeeper, Scorekeeper and Match Assisant(s) are present
Laptop with Class Point Calculator
Scoreboards sign zero-zero
Match clock signs time 0.00 
Min. 5 match balls are present
Stopwatch is present
A signal bell is present
Substitution Papers are present
Time-Out cards are present
At least two pencils are present
Tape for the lines and points as reserve is present

Game Rule Team Control (Both referees control one team each) Yes No
D.1.1. The team first mentioned on match form has taken position in team area at left side of match table, seen from playing field
D.1.2. The team has 1 goaltender and 4 fieldplayers present on the playing field
D.1.3. The team has max. 3 hand-stick players present on the playing field 
D.1.4. The goaltender has a T-stick 
D.1.6. The fieldplayers are wearing same jerseys in a different colour than the jerseys of the opposing team
D.1.7. The goaltender is wearing a different coloured jersey than the jerseys of the teammates and of the opposing team
D.3.1. Max. 5 substitutes are present in the team area
D.4.3. Coaches are present in the own team area

Each Team Members in the Team Area can show personal accreditation card
Team Total Class Points in the Playing Field is 11 or less  

Game Rule Players Control (Both referees control one team each) Yes No
Players' names, players´numbers and players´ class points are mentioned on the match form

C.2.8. Player has not fastened a hand-held-stick to the powerchair 
C.3.1. T-sticks of all T-stick players are attached to the front of the powerchairs
D.1.5. Player has no unnecessary and removable attributes on, at or in the powerchair, like bags, mobile phones, purses etc.
C.4.3. Ball can roll freely underneath all parts of powerchair, except wheels (= turning parts in contact with floor) and safetywheels
F.1.1. The feet are at a height that the ball can roll underneath freely 
D.1.8.a. Number on front of jersey and on the identification plate are clearly visible
D.1.8.b. Identification Plate on back of powerchair is firmly attached on top and underside
D.2.1. Captain is recognisable by a captain's band around the upper arm


